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Uniquely designed with simple, clean lines, the new crown mouldings from Orac Decor's MODERN Collection are the perfect addition to any space in your home. These profiles were engineered to be dimensionally stable, featuring one-piece construction. They are available in four different styles. Also, known as Steps, these mouldings are exclusively manufactured from Orac Decor's Purotouch which ensures that each one of the profiles produced is:


	unaffected by climate or environment
	lightweight
	easily finished or painted
	will not absorb moisture

 


The angular lines and sleek details keep in line with the minimalistic concept that "less is more". Eliminating the need for build-up and the possibility of post construction separation and cracks. Orac Decor worked with renowned Italian architect Orio Tonini to create profiles that engage your eye movement, making you follow the mouldings up to the ceiling and around the room. This makes the room look larger and will enhance any architecture that was previously bland. These large profiles are available in four different styles and sizes including:



	5-7/8"H x 8-1/4"P
	7-1/2"H x 3-15/15"P
	2-3/8"H x 6-5/16"P
	2-3/8"H x 3-15/16"P

 

The lightweight crown mouldings are locally stocked, along with the rest of the Orac Decor line, are locally stocked in our facilities, making shipping and delivery faster and more cost effective for all our customers. Samples of the Orac Decor lines are available upon request.
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$55.57 EA

 Buy Now 


C390

Crown Moulding
Orac Decor | High Density Polyurethane Crown Moulding | Primed White | Face 4-1/8in x 78in Long
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$86.86 EA

 Buy Now 


C392

Crown Moulding
Orac Decor | High Density Polyurethane Crown Moulding | Primed White | Face 7-3/4in x 78in Long
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$100.76 EA

 Buy Now 


C393

Crown Moulding
Orac Decor | High Density Polyurethane Crown Moulding | Primed White | Face 9-3/4in x 78in Long
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